Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds, and prayers and peace be upon His messengers, and after,

Our scientists have excelled Arabs the old - may God have mercy on them - in the study of scientific presentations and rhymes, and each made its mark and share two compositions came greatest probe Oguarhma and illuminate their aspects, including scattered and Almnzawm of such prolonged and Manual. Among these scholars Shaykh Ziauddin Abu Muhammad Abdullah bin Mohammed Al-Khazraji Andalusian Maliki who died in the seventh century AH (626 AH) who organized the poem famous Unnamed: "healing in prosody and rhyme" also known as "Alkhozorgah," a system nice exquisite , won a lot of explanations (about twenty-eight explanation) Among them was this explanation useful interesting explanation of Sheikh Othman bin Ibrahim grace of God (who died in the twelfth century AH) Job: B "pearls pure explain the system Alkhozorgah", a brief explanation of short-Badi, came Mvada of explain Damamini: "eyes Algamzh on secrets of ".

Find divided into two categories: First: Section study, II: Investigation Section, and before them the introduction and preamble.

Included provided at: (importance of the study, the reasons for selecting scientific presentations and rhymes, reasons for choosing aware of the investigation, the reasons for selecting system Alkhozorgah and explain pure pearls - previous studies).

The boot included two sections:
The first section: translating governing and commentator.
The second topic: circles the five.
Section I: study: the five chapters:
Chapter I: The theme of the book and its sources.
Chapter II: The Way of the commentator in the book and his style.
Chapter III: The book features comparison between him and some other explanations. Chapter IV: commentator attitude of linguistic issues in the book.
Chapter V: note deals and rhymes between ancient and modern.

Section II: Investigation: Introduction, where three sections:
The first topic: Achieving the name of the book and the author documented.
The second topic: the version of the book and pictures of them.
The third topic: the investigation and practical approach in the book.
Text of the system.
Board book and achievable.
Conclusion
And then followed that up annexes and technical indexes, references and sources
Subject Index.
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